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How to Deal with the Past Memories of Patients in
Palliative Care: A Suggested New Approach
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Department of Counseling Psychology, The Cyber University of Korea, Seoul, Korea

Dealing with existential concerns experienced by patients is an important part of palliative
care. Interventions that use the life review method to encourage patients to reminisce about
their lives can help them find new positive meanings, promote ego integrity, and reduce
emotional suffering. Not everyone has positive memories when they look back on the past,
however. This poses a limit on the effectiveness of the life review method for healthcare
providers working in palliative care contexts. In this study, we discuss the limits of life review and suggest imagery rescripting as a new modality constituting a psychotherapeutic
approach to deal with negative memories safely and effectively.
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past through dialogue can help one to accept the present self
positively and to naturally accept and prepare the mind for

It is inevitable for patients with advanced diseases to experi-

death. In this sense, a life review, in which one recalls his or

ence complex physical symptoms and psychological issues. A

her life and past, gives patients the opportunity to identify and

number of studies have emphasized the importance of deal-

reflect on past experiences and achievements to find meaning

ing with existential concerns faced by patients at the end of

and address unresolved issues. As such, life review is consid-

their lives for their psychological adaptation [1,2]. It was re-

ered another form of existential therapy [3].

cently found that various psychotherapeutic approaches for

In this study, the life review approach using patients’ life logs

existential issues such as meaning-centered psychotherapy,

in the context of palliative and hospice care was reviewed, and

dignity therapy, and Managing Cancer and Living Meaning-

its limitations in the course of dealing with negative past expe-

fully (CALM) therapy decreased psychological distress and

riences was discussed. Imagery rescripting, which is a type of

improved spiritual well-being in patients who received pallia-

psychotherapeutic approach, is suggested as a novel modality

tive and hospice care. These therapeutic interventions represent

and complementary method for overcoming this limitation.

a supportive-expressive approach, and they commonly involve
life review, in which patients share stories about their life and
past. At the end of life, people tend to return to their past experiences and reflect on unresolved issues and consequent regrets, which in turn promotes a sense of self-integration. This
is because expressing and interpreting one’s feelings about the

LIFE REVIEW APPROACH
1. Life review and reminiscence
According to Erikson’s development theory, a person’s fi-
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nal developmental task is to achieve ego integrity through a

formal education regarding life review therapy [8].

process of reinterpreting and accepting one’s past life [4]. For

Dignity therapy, meaning-centered therapy, and CALM

patients with advanced life-threatening medical illnesses, it

therapy deal with existential issues and spiritual suffering in

may also be important for them to recall their past good and

great depth in palliative and hospice care settings, and they

bad experiences and integrate those into their understanding of

also include life review as a main component. While life review

their lives by discovering new meanings in the context of their

therapy can be conducted at the bedside via daily interviews,

life trajectories.

in-depth psychotherapeutic interventions such as dignity

A life review approach in which elderly people recall mean-

therapy represent a more formal approach to life review [12].

ingful past experiences is known to be effective for psycholog-

Reminiscence can have various adaptive functions, such as de-

ical adaptation and ego integration [5,6]. In the life review ap-

veloping a retrospective view of one’s life and mediating past

proach, reminiscence is considered an effective skill for helping

conflicts throughout the intervention [5].

individuals later in their lives [7]. Reminiscence is defined as

Psychological intervention using life review is known to de-

the act or process of recalling past events or experiences [8].

crease emotional distress, including depression and anxiety, as

It is a simple tool that can mitigate potentially devastating

well as increase the sense of meaning in life among patients in

emotional problems and promote the psychological health of

palliative care settings [13,14]. Life review can be a relatively

individuals. The value of reminiscence in hospice care has been

safe and effective means for patients with life-threatening ill-

emphasized by many researchers [8].

nesses to integrate their past memories into their larger life

2. Life review approach in palliative care

story, even for traumatic memories [15]. However, there is
a potential risk for re-traumatization if a patient has intense

In a palliative care setting, life review commonly consists

traumatic memories, with some life reviews leading to negative

of six 1-hour sessions: an interview in chronological order,

emotional outcomes [16]. Kunz and Soltys [15] concluded that

a summary, an evaluation, and a reconstruction of one’s life

opening up painful memories associated with traumatic events

[9]. It can be either individual or group-based. In life review

during life review needs to be managed appropriately in order

therapy, a patient is asked specific questions about his or her

for healing to occur. Therefore, a complementary approach

life and instructed to spend some time reminiscing on various

is needed so that psychological approaches using life review

past experiences [10]. Wholihan [8] emphasized the therapeu-

can safely and effectively deal with patient’s past negative and

tic value of reminiscence and suggested a series of questions to

traumatic experiences.

facilitate the process of reminiscence in hospice care by applying Butler’s work on the life review process [5]. Possible questions pertain to one’s past work, one’s accomplishments, one’
s happiest day, one’s happy childhood memories, particular
holidays that hold special meaning, the ‘first’ memories, one’

TRAUMATIC MEMORIES
1. Traumatic memories in human beings

s relationship with a best friend, times when the person helped

Not everyone feels positive emotions when they look back

someone, and particular places that hold special meaning.

on the past. Up to 84% of individuals experience a traumatic

When patients review their life and past, it is not sufficient for

event during their lives, making trauma an almost universal

them to simply recall their life. When psychological counseling

experience [17]. One study showed that cancer survivors ex-

techniques such as acceptance, encouragement, and storytelling

perienced post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) about 1.66

are used in conjunction with reminiscence so that psychologi-

times more often than the general population, and that many

cal conflicts that appear during life review can be resolved and

of those traumatic events were unrelated to cancer [18].

the meaning of one’s life can be reconstructed, the therapeutic

The intrusive memories of patients with PTSD usually di-

effect becomes stronger [11]. Therefore, all healthcare person-

rectly involve their struggles with illness. Many cases of PTSD

nel are potential guides for reminiscence and should receive

at the end of life originate from past trauma, since traumatic
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memories can be reactivated at the end of life [19]. Even when

in treatment, usually until around the sixth session [25]. For

patients do not have PTSD, inner conflicts caused by negative,

these reasons, it can be difficult to conduct traditional inter-

sometimes traumatic, experiences can persist for years or even

vention for PTSD that arises during end of life care. Therefore,

an entire lifetime. Such inner conflicts can essentially end or

it is necessary to take a safe approach to address the traumatic

be forgotten once they are resolved or overcome [20]. Intense,

memories of patients suffering illnesses at the end of life.

unresolved inner conflicts contribute greatly to emotional suffering and cause anxiety. For people who have faced hardships
in their lives, regrets and conflicts often become apparent at the
end of life. It is more important to address negative memories

IMAGERY RESCRIPTING (IR) AS A
PSYCHOTHERAPY

than positive memories to achieve integration of one’s memo-

Psychotherapists cannot alter the past. However, they can

ries and have a successful life review [6]. Moreover, if a patient

help patients to reinterpret past events that trouble them and

experienced a traumatic event and one’s emotional suffering

to attenuate the real-life impact of negative memories. Imag-

and pain resulting from that memory are enough to affect the

ery rescripting (IR), which is an imagery-focused treatment

patient’s life at the present moment, it is very important to take

developed by Smucker, aims to assist patients in reinterpret-

a therapeutic approach to address these issues. Psychologi-

ing negative memories via the imagination and lead them to

cal conflicts can be resolved during treatment for overcoming

a “more favorable ending” using various techniques derived

traumatic experiences, and one’s sense of the meaning of his

from an introductory example [26,27]. Due to their nature,

or her life can be reconstructed using this approach. In one

traumatic memories are more likely to be encoded in memory

study, it was found that patients who experienced a successful

in visual or sensorimotor modalities rather than verbal ones. In

life review showed a significantly higher degree of integration

other words, early traumatic memories are encoded primarily

and instrumental reminiscence and less obsessive reminiscence

in images. Therefore, it is suggested that the use of imagery is

than patients with unsuccessful life reviews [21]. Therefore,

essential in transforming the meaning of traumatic memories

an in-depth approach to address patients’ negative, traumatic

[26].

experiences can be an important factor for improving the effectiveness of life review therapy in palliative care settings.

2. Dealing with traumatic memories in palliative and
hospice care

IR is conducted in two phases, beginning with exposure
and ending with a rescripting procedure [26]. The patient is
instructed to imagine the memory or image as vividly as possible, as if it were really happening to him or her at that present moment (exposure phase). Next, the patient is instructed

Traditional evidence-based treatments for PTSD, such as

to imagine the sequence of events being changed according to

prolonged exposure, cognitive processing therapy, and eye

his or her desired outcomes (rescripting phase) [28]. In this

movement desensitization and reprocessing, mostly require

rescripting phase, the therapist asks the patient to rescript the

eight to 16 weekly sessions [22]. In contrast to the typical du-

traumatic scene into mastery imagery (i.e., by imagining what

ration of treatment for PTSD, however, the median duration

the adult self would do to change the course of events accord-

of a hospice stay in South Korea is 19.1 days [23], which is

ing to the past self’s desires) and adult-nurturing-child imag-

longer than the median duration is in the U.S. (17.4 days) [24],

ery (i.e., by imagining nurturing the past self by changing the

but still too short to conduct full treatment for PTSD. Many

course of events according to the adult self’s desires). Essen-

patients may pass away before therapy for PTSD is complete.

tially, the role of the current self during rescripting is to rescue

In addition, the general condition of administered patients is

and protect the past self from any further traumatic events

often poor, so it can be challenging for patients to participate

[26]. Through IR, patients can develop a sense of control after

in lengthy sessions that typically last 50 to 90 minutes. In ad-

imagining mastery imagery, thereby enhancing their sense of

dition, patients receiving traditional PTSD treatment tend to

self-nurturing and self-soothing. Patients can reattribute and

paradoxically experience an increase in PTSD symptoms early

change the meaning of the traumatic event and also feel that
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they are being taken care of, even in the imagination. This

therapy in which patients reminisce about their pasts can lead

process has a powerful therapeutic effect [28]. In addition, IR

to finding new positive meanings, promote ego integrity, and

can be beneficial since it is less likely to retraumatize patients

reduce emotional suffering. In the course of addressing exis-

and can be applied to a wider range of problems than expo-

tential concerns, it is important for patients to find happiness

sure-based therapy [28].

and meaning when reviewing their lives, but dealing with the

This series of IR procedures can be applied to cancer patients

negative emotions and lingering conflicts uncovered by the life

exactly as described. There have been attempts to conduct IR

review process can be even more meaningful and important.

with cancer patients, although not in cases of advanced can-

However, there is a potential risk for re-traumatization if pa-

cer, and studies have reported that IR may be appropriate for

tients have intense traumatic memories. Furthermore, given

cancer patients who experience intrusive memories, anxiety,

that trauma is considered an almost universal experience in

and depression [29,30]. In particular, one case study found

any person’s life trajectory, clinicians who provide palliative

that patients felt as if they could regain control over the situ-

and hospice care need to know how to deal effectively with

ation using mastery imagery following a cancer diagnosis and

negative and traumatic memories and patients’ emotional re-

reduce feelings of guilt, worthlessness, and hopelessness using

sponses to such memories during the life review process. IR is

compassionate imagery. These effects were relatively long-

a psychotherapeutic technique for safely and effectively deal-

lasting, as observed at a6-month follow-up appointment [30].

ing with negative or traumatic memories. Using imagination,

Thus, IR may be effective at transforming patients’ painful

patients are guided by a therapist to replace negative images

memories and images into positive images, rather than just

resulting from previous traumatic events with new images—

reminiscing about the past. Therefore, when clinicians conduct

particularly mastery imagery, but also compassionate and

life review therapy for cancer patients at the end of their lives,

nurturing imagery. IR can be used for patients in palliative care

the IR technique can be helpful for freeing patients from pain-

settings who suffer from negative or traumatic memories to

ful memories of the past and integrating traumatic experiences

free them from unresolved emotions and help them find posi-

as a part of one’s life, helping patients to develop a sense of

tive meanings in their lives. Clinicians who provide palliative

meaning about their lives, and enabling patients to experience

care are encouraged to use this technique to help patients deal

the present moment.

with previous negative experiences safely and effectively.

CONCLUSION
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